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Category:Personal financeQ: Scheduling tasks based on the current time I have been searching for something like the title for a while now but haven't found
anything. I know that it would be very easy to use Quartz or Spring to do this, but is there anything like this built-in? I am coming from a background in

Windows programming. Using thread scheduling in Windows you have things like SetThreadExecutionTime and create an object of type Schedule that holds
the parameters you need. What I am trying to do is how does Windows schedule the execution of tasks at a certain time. For example, you can create a task

and add a "to run" time and the task will be run at that time. I need something like this. A: There's the ScheduleBuilder: You can use it to schedule a Runnable
in any way you like, but once the thread is scheduled it will only be able to run at that time so you need to use this API appropriately. I am seeing my usual

amount of trout during the day and the most successful times of day have been morning and late afternoon when the water is low. I've just been wondering if
anglers who catch fish when others are at work or school can expect more rewards during a day of fishing? For example, I know some probably spend even

more time in the water than me, while I am away from the river. I'm not so sure that anglers who catch fish when others are at work can expect more
rewards. The crowd on the river is changing quite a bit. I'm seeing more and more people from the suburbs for a few hours and then not much after

lunchtime. It's a change in culture and it's happening all over the country. I just hope that the fish still have some reserve and patience left. __________________
May the far side land you all the best..... 'if there is a safe place and no people around, people will always find a way to fill it!' A number of years ago a buddy
of mine started leaving his house at about 6:30 AM (maybe a little earlier) to target trout on the river. He said he had a great track record if he timed it right

and caught between 7:00 AM and
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